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Favorites to Knit
This amazing collection of trophy animal heads to
crochet will be a stunning addition to any home.
Inside this colorful book there are 10 fabulous trophy
animals to choose from. Simply place above the
fireplace for a great conversation piece or on a child's
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bedroom wall for a playful decoration. The projects
vary in level of complexity and there is a
comprehensive techniques section to help you learn
all the necessary skills. Each project includes
beautifully drawn crochet charts and detailed
instructions.

The Penguin Knitting Book
Delight children and adults alike by creating a whole
host of fun and fabulous knitted characters from this
latest book by best-selling author, Sarah Keen. Inside
you'll find 50 knitted dolls in costume and work attire,
including graduates, a doctor, fire-fighter, painter and
decorator, ballerina, bride and groom, spaceman,
snowman, fitness enthusiast and hiker, to name just a
few. All the projects are made from DK yarn, which is
easy to wash, durable and child-friendly. They are
perfect gifts for loved ones or as a treat to yourself.

Topsy-Turvy Knitted Dolls
Let your imagination run wild with the latest title from
innovative knitter, Sachiyo Ishii. This charming book
contains over 30 fun, simple knitting patterns for a
range of cute and cuddly toys. Create simple
playthings such as animals, cars, trains, fairies and
cupcakes, and then try your hand at larger toy sets,
including a castle under siege, an alien invasion, a
prehistoric play-scene and a fairytale cottage
complete with magical characters! The book is
suitable for knitters of all skill levels, and all the
patterns require only small amounts of readily
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available yarn. The book also contains a useful
techniques section containing step-by-step
instructions for the necessary techniques, including
stuffing and sewing up figures, creating knitted eyes
and i-cords, and all the embroidery stitches needed to
create the facial features and details.

New American Knits
This new title from knit designer Sandra Polley is filled
with wonderful toy patterns suitable for all knitting
levels. Knitting small toys can be an addictive and
highly satisfying hobby and the homemade teddies,
animals and dolls featured in this book have a special
charm all of their own. There are 20 patterns for toys
of all shapes and sizes, from miniature dolls and cute
puppies, to a sweet mouse and a curious meerkat
family. Only basic knitting skills and materials are
needed and many of the projects can be quickly
knitted up from oddments of double knitting and 4-ply
yarn. The instructions are easy to follow and there are
clear diagrams showing how to create the perfect toy.

Big Book of Crochet Afghans
Emma Kennedy tells you everything you ever wanted
to know about THE KILLING - and more. Hej! If you've
been experiencing an inexplicable longing for rain,
long dark nights and an overwhelming urge to pull on
a slightly itchy looking jumper, then congratulations You have Forbrydelsen Fever. There's no need to
panic. This is your chance to get inside the world of
Sarah Lund and THE KILLING: from the characters, the
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plot holes and the politics to the language, dating the
Danish way and the jumpers So if you've ever
wondered who cut the CCTV wire outside Lund's flat
in series one, why Morten went so far to protect
Troels (TROOOOOOOOOELLLLLLS), where you can
start your walking tour of Copenhagen from woods to
warehouses and the County Hall or even how you can
knit your own Lund jumper - this is the book for you.
Emma Kennedy is a superfan and this is her hilarious
guide to everything you're going to need to pretend
you are Danish, bone up on everything suspicious and
transform yourself into Sarah Lund herself.

Sock-Yarn Shawls II
With a little luck and a pack of pugs, anything is pawsible! When True Winter comes, it’s time for the Great
Northern Race! The best sled teams in the world must
reach a mysterious man called the Snowfather. He
will grant one wish to the winners. Young racers Sika
and Shen want to win more than anything. But they
don’t have big sled dogs—all they have is sixty-six
yappy, yippy puppy pugs. Can this unlikely team
make their dreams come true? For early chapter book
readers who are ready for something longer, the NotSo-Impossible Tales are packed with humor, action,
and color illustrations on almost every page. A New
York Public Library Best Book for Kids, 2016 "A
madcap, magical blend of fluff and other good
stuff."—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

Harry Potter: Knitting Magic
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Grab your yarn and knitting needles and delve into
this wonderful book from best-selling author, Sarah
Keen. Sarah shows readers how to make adorable
topsy-turvy knitted dolls based on well-known and
loved characters from fairy tales and nursery rhymes.
Each project in Topsy-Turvy Knitted Dolls has
accessories or extra characters to knit, providing
plenty of play potential for children choosing to
recreate scenes from famous tales. There are 10
projects to make, providing hours of fun for you
creating them and many more for children playing
with them.

Marvel Universe Crochet
Best-selling author Jen Lucas presents an all-new
selection of striking patterns for luscious sock yarns,
following the overwhelming success of Sock-Yarn
Shawls. Discover designs for everyone from confident
beginners to advanced knitters. Patterns range from
small shawlettes to large circular shawls, and many
are made from a single skein. 16 pretty new patterns
for single-colored and multicolored shawls--enjoy lots
of options Shawl constructions include top down,
bottom up, crescent, short row, and circular Begin
with the basics and move on to create designs with
attach-as-you-go lace borders

Topsy-Turvy Knitted Dolls
Introducing the first official Harry Potter knitting
book—a deluxe guide to creating over 25 authentic
Harry Potter knits based on the iconic films. Channel
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the magic of the Harry Potter films from the screen to
your needles with the ultimate knitter’s guide to the
Wizarding World. Featuring over 25 magical knits
pictured in gorgeous full-color photography, this book
includes patterns for clothing, home projects, and
keepsakes pulled straight from the movies—and even
includes a few iconic costume pieces as seen onscreen. With yarn suggestions based on the true
colors used in the films, projects range from simple
patterns like the Hogwarts house scarves to more
complex projects like Mrs. Weasley’s Christmas
sweaters. A true fan must-have, this book also
includes fun facts, original costume sketches, film
stills, and other behind-the-scenes treasures. Harry
Potter: Knitting Magic is sure to have fans everywhere
summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing
their best knitting wizardry.

Anna and Elsa Crochet Patterns for 18
Inch Dolls
Discover beautiful knitting patterns that incorporate
both twined and stranded knitting. Instructions are
given for casting on at the heel and working toward
the toe for excellent fit; options include removable
felted insoles for even greater comfort Both women's
and men's knitting patterns included--perfect for gifts
Patterns feature a mix of traditional Scandinavian
designs and modern variations

Itty-Bitty Toys
Practical and stylish pieces for daily life! New
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American Knits offers garments that are casual but
polished, equally appropriate whether running
errands, at the office, or socializing with friends.
Author Amy Christoffers takes her inspiration from the
clean lines and elegant functionality of American
sportswear and creates projects that have a classic
nostalgic feel. In designing her fashionable modern
uniform, Amy focuses on beautiful everyday sweaters,
tops, and pretty accessories. Included are sections on
texture and lace and pops of colorwork to add visual
and knitterly interest. Projects feature traditional,
seamless, and semi-seamless construction as well as
detailed finishing. New American Knits has a "country
house" feel with touches of heather grays, tweeds,
slubby textures, and muted tones. The book is
visually elegant with a streak of casual bohemian
style, much like the projects themselves.

Learn to Knit, Love to Knit
Best-selling author Sarah Keen shows readers how to
make 10 adorable topsy-turvy knitted dolls based on
well-loved characters from fairy tales and nursery
rhymes.

Knitted Toys
A collection of my 4 favourite baby blanket knitting
patterns for you to re-create all in one book! All of the
patterns are suitable for knitters just starting out and
also for experienced knitters looking for an easy
project to complete. I hope you enjoy my patterns as
much as I have enjoyed creating them!
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Knits for Nerds
Iconic fairy-tale characters from storybooks, movies,
and television inspire this collection of magical
knitting patterns perfect for modern knights, villains,
and princesses. Once again, Genevieve Miller taps a
wide range of contributors (from knitwear designers
to students) to create a collection of 28 wearables,
accessories, and toys that can be knit for adults or
kids. Inspired by the recent resurgence of fairy-tale
and fantasy characters, these projects draw from
classic stories as well as pop-culture phenomena
featuring romantic, feminine costumes. Projects range
from kid- and teen-friendly animals hats to an Alice in
Wonderland beret to a crystal-embellished vest fit for
a Snow Queen, adding a little dress-up fun to knitters'
everyday wardrobes.

Knits for Kitties
Provides knitting instructions for twenty-five cat toys,
including a miniature teddy bear, jingle balls, and knit
lizards.

Once Upon a Knit
Susan B. Anderson's fifth book--her most enchanting
yet--turns the spotlight on "reversibles": knitted
projects that are two toys in one. This collection of a
dozen delightful toys features a dog in a doghouse, a
chrysalis with a fluttery surprise inside, a tiny hidden
fairy, a vintage toy with a fabled theme to boot, pigs
in a blanket, and much more. The adorable
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photographic sequences and the playful and
energetic line drawings show how each finished
reversible can be turned inside out to reveal its
companion toy. Projects are arranged in order from
simplest (fine for a beginner) to the most challenging.
Finally, the book features tutorials from the author (a
great knitting teacher), explaining special techniques:
how to apply any applique, how to do the stem stitch,
how to embroider "eyes" on the Bunny and Lamb, and
14 more. It all adds up to the best knitting book of the
season.

Official Gazette of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office
Linda Permann, author of Crochet Adorned, brings
modern colors and fun-to-work stitch patterns to the
pint-sized crowd with this cute collection of over 24
clever crochet patterns for kids. The adorable designs
in Little Crochet are worked in a range of washable
fibers and vibrant hues that babies and toddlers are
sure to love. Make tiny sweaters, dresses, pants, and
accessories while exploring a range of construction
techniques, including top-down cardigans, side-to-side
sweater vests, motif-based yokes, and traditional
seaming. Beautiful blankets, sweaters, soft toys, bibs,
booties, and hats employ simple stitches that are sure
to steal the show at baby showers. Whether you have
a couple of hours or a couple of weeks till the baby's
due date—you'll find the perfect project in this book.
And here's the best part: Little Crochet includes size
ranging from 0–4+ years, so you can keep crocheting
as the little ones in your life grow. Plus, Linda has
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included lots of wearable patterns for both boys and
girls, with swatches showing alternate colorways
sprinkled throughout. Each pattern is designed to
spark your own creativity, complete with how-to
instructions for adding your own crafty touches like
sewing, embroidery, and appliqué. Work confidently
from Linda's easy-to-follow instructions, clear stitch
diagrams ,and schematics, and her illustrated guide
to basic and advanced stitches and finishing
techniques. Whether you’re new to crochet or
experienced with a hook, you'll find these little
designs a joy to stitch and share. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Animal Heads
An award-winning designer outlines 20 engaging and
aesthetic projects for beginning knitters, teaching
crafting basics through accessible, step-by-step
photographs and tips for wearables ranging from a
color-block scarf and mix-and-match wrist-warmers to
classic cardigans and a tweed cape. Original.

My Little Book of Baby Blanket Knitting
Patterns
Creative Knitting
Baby Yoda Coloring Book
Adding a touch of comfort and style to a crafter's
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home decor, the patterns in this collection can be
made from a variety of yarns and colors and by
crocheters of all skill levels. With 26 designs, this
book features full-color photographs and detailed
instructions on stitching and incorporating motifs and
patterns such as granny squares, Tunisian lace,
pineapples, shells, ripples, and more. Beautiful,
whimsical, and practical, these afghans make perfect
gifts and home accents.

Harry Potter Crochet
We’re not “kitten around” with these adorable crochet
projects! A ball of yarn has never yielded so much
fun! This instruction book contains photos and
illustrations to guide you in making ten projects.
Crochet your very own collection of cuteness!

Mini Knitted Toys
The Penguin Knitting Book by James Norbury is a
charming how-to-knit classic packed with delightfully
vintage advice. Knitting fills a fascinating page in the
human story. I know of no home-craft that enjoys the
universal popularity of hand-knitting James Norbury's
The Penguin Knitting Book, first published in 1957, is
a how-to guide for the experienced knitter as well as
the beginner. Full of wit and charm as well as tips and
techniques for the contemporary knitter, The Penguin
Knitting Book entertainingly illustrates all things
vintage in the world of wool. Along with telling you
how to knit, The Penguin Knitting Book includes
original vintage patterns for every member of the
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family. Babies' coats, pullovers for father, sweaters
for the teenager, dresses, jumpers, coats and
cardigans, you will find them all in this charming aid
to better knitting. 'James Norbury was the strongest
single influence in British knitting during the twentyfive years after the Second World War' Sir Bishop
Richard Rutt, author of A History of Hand Knitting '[In
the late 1960s] there was a chap called James
Norbury, who had his own knitting show on the BBC. I
sat in on some of the programmes, and good stuff it
was, too. I learned lots of racy stuff about 'knit one,
purl one'' Sir David Attenborough 'Knitting is the
saving of a life' Virginia Woolf James Norbury wrote
The Penguin Knitting Book in 1957. He travelled
extensively throughout the world, studying every
aspect of the knitter's craft. A knitting historian,
teacher and designer as well as a television star on
his own BBC knitting show, he was Chief Designer for
Patons and one of the foremost authorities on the
history of knitting.

Geek Knits
These darling little fellows are destined to become
cherished favorites. Each cute finger puppet is
modeled on popular kids' characters and everyday
figures that are easy to make! Perfect for creating fun
puppets for kids of all ages Includes instructions for
three collections: Christmas at the North Pole, Under
the Big Top, and the Enchanted Forest All you need to
create these adorable finger puppets is a basic
knowledge of knitting
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Topsy-Turvy Inside-Out Knit Toys
Only knitwear can give you this much handmade
luxury from so little effort! Enhance your favorite
fashions with a beaded sash. Pack your essentials "to
go" in a knit tote bag. Ward off winter's chill with a
simple ear warmer or a clever scarf-and-cap
combination. And when your busy day ends, slide
your work-weary feet into the ultimate comfort of knit
socks and slippers. Indulge in knitting -- it's the
perfect fit for every facet of your life. 6 designs to
knit: socks, sash, slippers, scarf/cap, tote bag, ear
warmer

Mouseton Abbey Sticker Activity Book
New and updated edition of the popular book on
knitting over 30 contemporary designs inspired by
traditional Scandinavian patterns, compiled and
edited by Margarethe Finseth, designer and brand
manager at House of Yarn, Norway. New and updated
edition of the popular book on knitting over 30
contemporary designs inspired by traditional
Scandinavian patterns compiled and edited by
Margarethe Finseth, designer and brand manager at
House of Yarn, Norway. Handknitting allows the
designer an unbounded freedom to create a
completely personal expression of their art through
the use of colour, embellishments, structure and
styling, using only knitting needles and skeins of yarn.
In this beautiful book, previously published as Norsk
Strikkedesign, a selection of Norway's foremost
knitting designers present over thirty beautiful and
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unique knitted garments and accessories, all using
classic Norwegian-spun wool yarns and based on
traditional Norwegian folk patterns. At the beginning
of each collection, meet the high-profiled designers
who have worked for the Norwegian knitwear industry
and created award-winning collections. Each of their
creations is accompanied by stunning photographs of
the items as well as the countryside that inspired
them. All the pieces include information on the
materials used, as well as pattern charts and detailed
instructions. In addition, advice is provided on
washing and caring for your garments to ensure your
knitted design has the perfect, professional finish.
This book presents the very best of contemporary
Norwegian knitwear design, drawing on its traditional
roots and planting it firmly in the twenty-first century.
Previous edition published as Norwegian Knitting
Designs: A Collection from Norway's Foremost Knitting
Designers (ISBN 9781844486861).

Knitted Toys
Dessert chef Casey Feldstein has learned one end of a
knitting needle from the other after inheriting her
aunt’s yarn retreat business, but a murder threatens
to unravel her latest event . . . Casey’s running a new
retreat called “From Sheep to Shawl” at a resort on
the atmospheric Monterey Peninsula. Participants will
learn about sheepshearing, fixing up the fleece, and
spinning, and will eventually knit a lovely shawl.
Nicole Welton has been hired to teach the fleece-tofiber portion of the retreat. She’s an expert spinner,
and her small shop in Cadbury by the Sea houses a
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beautiful assortment of spinning wheels and drop
spindles. But when the new teacher fails to show up
for class and is found lying dead on the boardwalk, it
leaves everyone’s nerves frayed. Now Casey has to
knit together clues faster than she can count stitches
before someone else at the retreat gets dropped . . .
Includes a knitting pattern and a recipe!

Norwegian Knitting Designs
Have you ever wanted to cuddle Chewbacca or hug
Yoda? The Star Wars Crochet book comes with stepby-step instructions, complete with photos. Possible
projects could include: Wicket the Ewok, Chewbacca,
Stormtrooper, Darth Vader, Luke Skywalker, Princess
Leia, Han Solo Yoda, C-3PO, R2-D2, Jabba the Hutt,
Boba Fett.

Vogue Knitting, Revised and Updated
The ultimate knitting reference, from the world's most
recognized knitting magazine, gets a thorough
update--including 1,600 color images and brand-new
sections with techniques and designs! First published
in 1989, Vogue Knitting The Ultimate Knitting Book
instantly became a beloved resource for knitters. The
second edition, released in 2002, further cemented its
place as the most trusted knitting resource. The past
15 years have seen many exciting advances in
knitting, and this update encompasses them all. It
features an expanded library of cast-ons, increases,
decreases, and bind-offs; in-depth sections on newly
favorite techniques such as brioche, entrelac, double
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knitting, and mosaic knitting; and design and
construction chapters that go beyond just sweaters to
encompass dozens of options for hats, mittens, socks,
gloves, and more than 25 shawl shapes.
Comprehensive chapters cover lace and cabling, and
provide even more Information than before on
knitters' tools, correcting errors, finishing,
embellishing, and garment care to give you a
masterly understanding of every stage of knitting.
With updated, revised, and fresh material throughout,
65 additional pages, and more than 1,600 photos and
hand-drawn step-by-step illustrations, Vogue Knitting
The Essential Knitting Book is surprisingly easy to
navigate with thorough indexing and footnote crossreferencing. From beginners needing to learn the very
basics to seasoned knitters wanting a refresher on a
complex technique, every knitter will cherish this
guide for years to come.

Knitting Ganseys, Revised and Updated
Description: This coloring book has 24 detailed Baby
Yoda Star Wars related drawings, all are stress
relieving patterns that can lead you to a wonderful
fantasy world. Pages are perforated and printed on
one side only for easy removal and display. Every
coloring page is designed to help relax and inspire.
You can use any coloring tool (pencils, pens, markers,
crayons)you like to have your own drawing style. You
will have the joy of coloring and reduce stress! This
book can help calm kids down and make them be
patient and peaceful!
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Pugs of the Frozen North
This is a detailed, easy to follow pattern for 18 inch
Anna and Elsa dolls. The patterns are written in
English and include clear pictures and explanations.
Crochet level: Intermediate Basic Skills Necessary: Chain stitch - Single crochet - Half double crochet Double crochet - Increase - Decrease - Slip stitch How to crochet round - How to assemble parts
together These crochet patterns are available for
Instant Download onto your Kindle reader device.
These patterns are original patterns (c) by Sarah
Beth. Please do not claim these patterns as your own.
You may not redistribute, resell, and/or translate
pattern into another language for reselling.
Permission is granted to print for your personal use
only.

Crochet Cats
The Clangers and their friends live on a blue cratered
moon, far away in space. Resembling small pink
anteaters, the adorable knitted Clangers have
transfixed audiences for the past forty years. As all
Clangers fans know, their favourite foood is soup,
made for them by the Soup Dragon. There is nothing
Tiny Clanger likes more than a visit to the Soup
Caves. Now you can knit the Soup Dragon, from
Clangers (9781908449054). The convenient fixed
format .epub file means that you can craft with your
smart device at home and on the go. The pattern
comes with detailed project photos and delightful
illustrations. All abbreviations, templates and special
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techniques are also included with a basics section so
you can knit with ease. Other ePub Clangers patterns:
'Make the Clanger Family' (9781908449887).
Recreate the whole Clanger world with 'Clangers'
(9781908449054).

Knitted Finger Puppets
Includes index. d compendium of knitting patterns
definitely leans

Silence of the Lamb's Wool
Illustrates the way in which to use traditional stitches
to create unusual effects and textures.

Clangers: Make Your Very Own Soup
Dragon
A collection of 30 knitting patterns inspired by popular
science fiction and fantasy culture includes designs in
the style of such iconic articles as Lieutenant Uhura's
minidress, Hobbit slippers, and Hermione Granger's
secret beaded bag.

The Killing Handbook
Create your own magic with this Harry Potter crochet
book! Create your own magic and conjure up these
adorable figures of “the boy who lived” and his
friends. This book gives step-by-step directions to
make Harry Potter, Dobby, and twelve more magical
amigurumi models, and the full-color photos will
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ensure your projects turn out completely enchanting.

Little Crochet
Contains easy-to-follow instructions for making over
50 knitted toys in a selection of colours, ranging from
tiny toys that take no time to knit to a large pair of
dolls with sets of removable clothing. Only basic
knitting skills are required.

Star Wars Crochet
Adorable hand-knit playthings, featuring clever twists
on classics and enchanting reversibles and interactive
toys. Kids love toys, and toys you make yourself are
extra-special. If you could buy these imaginative
playthings in stores, they would fly off the shelves!
This book features stuffed animals, including a
luscious lamb and a gigantic giraffe, and fingerpuppet fruits that will delight babies and toddlers.
With step-by-step directions, clear diagrams and
drawings, and gorgeous photographs, knitters of all
levels will find it easy to make the Pull-Toy Mama
Duck and Ducklings, the set of Russian nesting dolls,
and the Princess and the Pea Set. Even older kids will
enjoy these, as well as the Felted Bouncy Ball, a felted
version of a Super Ball that's perfect for indoor play. A
series of five reversible toys—a frog that turns into a
turtle, a mouse that changes into a cat, an egg in a
nest that transforms into a blue bird, and so
on—showcases the creativity that makes Susan B.
Anderson a rising star in the knitting world.
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Knitting Scandinavian Slippers and Socks
With great yarn comes great super heroes! This
entertaining kit contains all the materials you need to
crochet Iron Man and Captain America. Colorful
photos and step-by-step directions in the 82-page
instruction book will also guide you to crafting the
most heroic group of amigurumi ever imagined,
including Bat Man, Thor, The Incredible Hulk,
Deadpool. These cute and cuddly super heroes will
help you remember that there's a hero in all of us!

50 Knitted Dolls
This newly revised and updated edition provides more
information on the gansey tradition as well as new,
modern patterns.
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